SAMPLE TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC LETTER OF INTENT
[INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR OR TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC BUSINESS MART CALL CENTER]
[DATE]
Please accept this notification as our Letter of Intent to, as detailed in the TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC 2016
BUSINESS MODEL, loan to [FIRM] $[LOAN AMOUNT] UNITED STATES DOLLARS for [PROJECT OR
PURCHASE].
These funds would be provided as a self-liquidating commercial loan and placed on deposit within the
financial institution FIDES GESTION FINANCIERA, S.A. DE C.V. (“FIDES”) in Monterey, N.L., Mexico.
The funds would be available to transfer as payment to other entities that may open accounts with
FIDES.
Funds on deposit with FIDES may be transferred to other institutions by using capital funds, with value
more than $500 Billion UNITED STATES DOLLARS, which are made available by FIDES, as per the TEXAS
HOLDINGS, INC 2016 BUSINESS MODEL, to undertake non-depletion non-risk transactions to produce
profits; which profits would be deposited in an institution that you may select that has signed a FIDES
SERVICES CONTRACT.
Because it is our policy to not take funds out of an institution that has signed a FIDES SERVICES
CONTRACT, but rather to have said funds accumulated for the further benefit of all concerned, once said
profits have been deposited in said institutions, they will thereafter also be used for non-depletion nonrisk transactions and proceeds from these transactions could be used to exchange for the $[LOAN
AMOUNT] UNITED STATES DOLLARS in funds that it is our intent to deposit within FIDES to be used for
[PROJECT OR PURCHASE].
Key to this procedure is for you to arrange for the use of the over $500 Billion UNITED STATES DOLLARS
in funds, made available through FIDES, to undertake non-depletion non-risk transactions, as detailed in
the TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC 2016 BUSINESS MODEL.
We look forward to cooperating with you and with institutions that you may select, to satisfy the
financial needs of [PROJECT OR PURCHASE] without debt having to be serviced.

Best regards,
[TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY]
TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC

